Novel probabilistic method for precisely correcting the QT interval for heart rate in telemetered dogs and cynomolgus monkeys.
QT intervals are not regulated on a beat-to-beat cadence, but are strongly influenced by the preceding heart rate history (hysteresis). ECG sampling, when performed over sufficiently long periods, results in the detection of ranges of different QT values for each discrete RR interval. Given the potential impact of QT hysteresis in QT interval rate-correction procedures, we hypothesized that, physiologically, the QT interval exists as a probabilistic variable where the exact value corresponding to any RR interval is precisely estimated from the associated QT population. Digital ECGs were collected for 18-21 h in telemetered dogs (n=7) and cynomolgus monkeys (n=7) employing epicardial ECG leads for accurate T(end) detection, and analyzed by computerized algorithms. Descriptive statistics were calculated for raw QT values in 10 ms RR increments. Individual rate-corrected QT (QTc) formulae were derived from the slopes of log-transformed QT-RR data where each QT point was the mean of >250 beats/RR increment. The aptness of this QTc model was assessed by residual analysis. Beat-to-beat ECG analysis demonstrated that for all discrete cycle lengths, the associated raw QT intervals were normally distributed populations, spanning approximately 30-40 and 45-100 ms in the dog and cynomolgus monkey, respectively. In both species, QTc was stable (< or =5 ms variation) over all physiological RR intervals. The probabilistic treatment of raw QT interval populations natively associated to any RR interval provides hysteresis-free raw QT estimates which can be accurately modeled, allowing the derivation of a precise QTc value. Previous unawareness of the probabilistic nature of the QT interval explains the historical failure of numerous QT rate-correction formulae to correctly solve this scientific issue. Importantly, QT distribution analysis has the potential to provide, for the first time, a universal and sensitive method for QT heart rate-correction, providing a robust method for nonclinical and clinical cardiac safety investigations of repolarization delay.